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A winter in the mountains...

www.terresens.com

2019 COLLECTION

FURNITURE BROCHURE
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THE DIFFERENT TERRÉSENS RANGES

ATHE ESSENTIAL RANGE

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES WITH FEWER THAN 15 UNITS
Concierge services

ATHE EXCLUSIVE RANGE 

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES WITH FEWER THAN 30 UNITS
with a spa and wellness facilities, beauty treatments, sauna, & 
steam room 
Concierge services

ATHE EMOTION RANGE 

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES WITH 30 TO 60 UNITS
with a covered pool, spa and wellness facilities, beauty treatments, 
sauna, steam room & playroom
Concierge services

AHOTEL DADDY POOL

EMOTION RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS
with a spa and wellness facilities, pool, jacuzzi, beauty treatments, 
sauna, steam room, tapas bar, & coworking space, 
Concierge services
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A WELCOMING LOUNGE

Tradition and modernity 

make for comfortable inviting spaces
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TAPAS BAR

Wood and warm colours

for spending time together
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All of our residential complexes are decorated in the style of old mountain chalets, with a 
blend of warmth and modernity that is mirrored in the various items we have painstakingly 
hunted out to create a chic and friendly atmosphere.
Each piece is unique, and has its own tale to tell.

Our residential complexes are easily spotted thanks to our fully-restored, brightly-painted 
tractors !

PLAYROOM

For little ones … and grown-ups !
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SPA & WELLNESS AREA

Swimming pool, sauna, & steam room …

for recharging your batteries after skiing

SECURE LOCKERS

RESINE LOUNGERS

TOWELS
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SPA

Wood and warm colours

for a calm, relaxing feel
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RESIN FURNITURE

LOGOED LOUNGERS

BALCONY

Comfortable practical furniture

for soaking up the sun
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WOODEN PEGS METAL HOOKS

WOODEN MIRROR METAL MIRROR

ENTRANCE

Wood, high quality materials …

and lots of storage!
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Stacking furniture made of anti-UV 
and sheet-coloured polypropylene-
coated fibreglass with non-slip 
furniture pads.
Cushions available on request.
Large range of colours.

Made in France.
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LIVING AREA

Spacious and inviting

for unwinding and relaxing
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The sofa is both elegant and comfortable because the mechanism has been 
fitted underneath. The seat cushions do not have to be removed to open the bed, 
making it easy to use.
The basic bed is attached to the sofa back so there is no bulky clutter, making it 
an ideal solution for optimising limited space.
All covers are removable.
Mattress: polyurethane density 35kg/m3 height 12 covered with ticking fabric, 
removable mattress cover
Seats: polyurethane density of 30 kg/m3, compression-resistant
Covers: silicone-coated polyester fibre ticking 

Made in France.
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BEDROOMS

A modern mountain style

for peaceful nights

Duvet:
Fabric envelope: polyester microfibres
Filling: A blend of soft springy silicone-coated hollow fibre polyester and feather.
Cyclafill fibres made from recycled mineral water bottles and fleece-like AirFill 
fibres retain as much heat as possible.
Anti-allergy coating
Decorative wave stitching - 400 gr/m2
Cleaning: Machine washable

Pillows: Polyester with silicone-coated polyester fibres and a mix of feathers.
Anti-allergy coating
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TWIN ROOM

A warm mountain ambiance

for friends or kids

All bedding is made in France:
DUAL CONFORT mattress (memory foam):
Thickness 30 cm / Support: Firm / Feel: Enveloping
Prevention of roll-together: 5/5 excellent
Aeration: 5/5 excellent
Ticking fabric:  Reversible mattress cover Summer side (cashmere ticking) / win-
ter side
(3D bamboo fibre ticking fabric)
Guarantee: 10 years
Options: fire-retardant treated fabrics: anti bed-bug, handles and ventilators, 
zip together kit to make two single beds into one double bed.
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The furniture is very carefully chosen for its design as well as the materials used:
Solid oak
Mango wood and metal
Steel chair with seat cushion in hide
The bed linen and bedspread are made from premium cotton for softness and 
maximum comfort.
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Our rugs are extremely hard-wearing 
because of the latex backing. 
They are all made in Europe and are 
environmentally-friendly.
There is a wide choice of colours, 
bringing a little touch of character 
and warmth.
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KITCHEN & DINING ROOM

Modern and fully-equipped
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All of our kitchens are fitted by a local artisan. The materials selected are in harmony with 
traditional mountain style while adding a contemporary touch to create a warm timeless 
ambiance.
All of our tableware kits are carefully selected to match the style of the apartments perfectly.
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BATH & SHOWER ROOMS

A modern functional

shower or bathtub
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“This document was created to provide information about the general features of the furniture, the 
fittings and the materials within the aparthotels and residential complexes.
The brochure was assembled before the final decisions were made about the different elements. As 
a result, the pictures of furniture, materials and equipment indicated below represent only a general 
indication of the quality of the building programme and furnishings.
The Seller may make any changes to these details, whether required or deemed necessary, provided 
that such changes do not increase the price paid by the Purchaser, and providing that the new 
elements are of an equivalent or lower value than those indicated in this brochure and have features 
of equivalent quality.”
All of the photos used in this document were taken in the residence Le hameau de Bathélémy at La 
Rosière and Les Fermes du Mont-Blanc at Combloux, both of which were built and furnished by the 
Terrésens Group.»

www.terresens.com

SAS (French simplified 
joint-stock company) 
with €900,000  capital
RCS Lyon (Lyon’s Register of Companies) 
501 580 211
10, Rue de la Charité
69002 LYON
Tel: +33 (0)4 72 14 07 14
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